
SCANDINAVIAN  INSPIRATIONAL  JEWELRY



Inspirational and elegant jewelry with positive messages that 
spread joy. A gift with a lifelong value, filled with kindness for 
yourself or a loved one.

Let Daniel Sword jewelry become a daily source of inspiration 
and the key to a more active life closer to nature. Wearing 
positive words about love, happiness and wisdom makes you 
stronger, gives you a lif in your everyday and helps you live in 
the moment.



Lisa collection - Limited edition in adjustable sizes.

18K Rose gold plated18K Gold plated

Nickel-free, superior stainless steel. Made by Sweden.



Lisa collection - Limited edition in adjustable sizes. 
Nickel-free, superior stainless steel. Made by Sweden.



100 % of                             profits from BEAT CANCER 
bracelets goes in full to creating and for free 
spreading documentaries with stories and 
experiences that will motivate and inspire people 
affected by cancer. Welcome to www.sword.se



Buy One - Give One collection.  
Bracelets in adjustable sizes. Diamond 

engraved text. Nickel-free, superior 
stainless steel. Made by Sweden. 

  

Stainless steel

18K Rose gold plated



Moon collection. Nickel-free, 
superior stainless steel. Limited edition 

bracelets in adjustable sizes. Space
 grey plated with etched black text. 

Made by Sweden. 



100 % of our profits from BEAT DIABETES bracelets goes in full 
to creating and for free spreading documentaries. We interview 
inspiring athletes, doctors, scientists, adventurers, entrepreneurs 
and share their life stories and how they met and overcome
impossible challenges. www.youtube.com/danielsword

Nickel-free, highest quality stainless steel. 18K (rose) gold plated. 

Buy One - Give One collection. Pure and minimalistic. Made by Sweden.



Buy One - Give One collection. 
Nickel-free, highest quality stainless 
steel. Bracelets in adjustable sizes. 

Diamond engraved text. 
Made by Sweden.

18K Rose gold plated

Stainless steel18K Rose gold plated



Buy One - Give One collection. Bracelets in adjustable sizes.
Nickel-free, superior stainless steel. Etched text or black etched text. 

Stainless steel or 18K Rose gold plated. Made by Sweden.



Buy One - Give One collection.
 Nickel-free, highest quality stainless steel. Bracelets in adjustable sizes.

 Diamond engraved text. Stainless steel or 18K Gold plated. Made by Sweden.



Buy One - Give One collection. Nickel-free, 
highest quality stainless steel. Bracelets in 
adjustable sizes. Diamond engraved text. 

Stainless steel or 18K Gold plated. 
Made by Sweden.



American collection. Nickel-free, highest quality stainless steel. 
Bracelets in adjustable sizes. Diamond engraved text. Made by Sweden.



  • Buy one – Give one. For every sold item we give
a gift to a person in need. 

  • Our atelier, where the design and the handmade
sterling silver jewelry are created, is located on a
sandy beach by the sea in the south of Sweden. 

   • Handmade wooden displays from Sweden
and exclusive promotion materials.

 •           jewelry are made by Sweden.

  • As a non-profit to inspire the next generation we
interview and portray Nobel Prize winners, Olympic
Gold medalists, entrepreneurs and adventurers on
www.youtube.com/danielsword

   collection - Limited edition bracelets in adjustable sizes. 
18K (rose) gold plated Nickel-free, superior stainless steel. 

Made by Sweden.



Amanda collection. Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 25 mm.
Nickel-free, superior stainless steel.

Made by Sweden.
Stainless steel, 18K Gold or Rose gold plated. 



Amanda collection. Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 25 mm.
Nickel-free, superior stainless steel.

Stainless steel, 18K Gold or Rose gold plated.
Made by Sweden.



Amanda collection. Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 20 mm.
Nickel-free, superior stainless steel.

Stainless steel, 18K Gold or Rose gold plated.
Made by Sweden.



 Through simplicity comes great beauty!

Lily - width 3,5 mm. Violet - width 6 mm. 
One adjustable size - fits all. 
Scandinavian Sterling Silver 925.
Handmade in Sweden by Anna Swärd.



Anemone - Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 27 mm.
Scandinavian Sterling Silver 925.

Handmade in Sweden by Anna Swärd.

Heart flower - Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 29 mm.
Scandinavian Sterling Silver 925.

Handmade in Sweden by Anna Swärd.



Scandinavian
Sterling Silver 925.

Handmade in Sweden
by Anna Swärd.

Star flower - Chain: 16/18 inches. Pendant: Ø 29 mm.
Scandinavian Sterling Silver 925.

Handmade in Sweden by Anna Swärd.



    

After travelling in 65 countries, Daniel Swärd finally settled in Sweden at 
Skälderviken’s six kilometre-long sandy beach at Havsbaden, where he 
has his studio and workshop. 

Daniel Swärd lives with the seasons. Summer offers sailing and diving. 
Autumn is the time for kayaking and windsurfing. Winter brings running 
and skiing. Spring provides hiking, surfing and rowing.

This closeness to nature is reflected in the pure and simple forms of the 
jewelry. Skälderviken inspires the bracelets’ cove-like forms – where you 
can seek protection and shelter from a stormy sea or a stressful life.
Rugged and trim jewelry, characterised by Nordic nature, with a modern 
look that it will keep in the future.

AB SWEDEN +46 431 19112 www.sword.se


